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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The RISMC approach is developing an advanced set of methodologies and 
algorithms in order to perform Probabilistic Risk Analyses (PRAs). In contract to 
classical PRA methods, which are based on Event-Tree and Fault-Tree methods, the 
RISMC approach largely employs system simulator codes applied to stochastic analysis 
tools. The fundamental approach via simulation is to randomly perturb (by employing 
sampling algorithms) timing and sequencing of events and uncertain parameters of the 
physics-based models (e.g., system codes such as RELAP-7) in order to estimate 
stochastic outcomes such as off-normal and damage states of the facility.  Further, these 
outcomes can be used to estimate other useful metrics such as the plant core damage 
probability. This modeling approach applied to complex systems such as nuclear power 
plants requires the analyst to perform a series of computationally-expensive simulation 
runs given a large set of uncertain parameters. Consequently, these types of analysis are 
potentially affected by two issues. Firstly, the space of the possible solutions (the issue 
space or the response surface) can be sampled only sparsely and this precludes the ability 
to fully analyze the impact of uncertainties on the system dynamics. Secondly, large 
amounts of data are generated and tools to generate knowledge from such data sets have 
not typically been used for safety analysis approaches. This report focuses on the first 
issue and, in particular, describes how we can use novel methods that optimize the 
information generated by the sampling process by sampling unexplored or risk-
significant regions of the issue space; we call this approach adaptive (smart) sampling 
algorithms. These methods infer the system response using surrogate models constructed 
from existing samples and predict the best location of the next sample. By using 
enhanced methods, it is possible to understand features of the issue space with a smaller 
number of carefully selected samples. In this report, we will present how it is possible to 
perform adaptive sampling using the RISMC toolkit and highlight the advantages 
compared to more classical sampling approaches such as Monte-Carlo. We will employ 
RAVEN to perform such statistical analyses applied to both analytical cases and more 
complex cases using RELAP-7.
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Improved Sampling Algorithms in the 

Risk-Informed Safety Margin Characterization

1. Introduction

In the Risk Informed Safety Margin Characterization (RISMC) [1] approach, what we want to 
understand is not just the frequency of an event like core damage, but how close we are (or not) to key 
safety-related events and how might we increase the safety margin.  A safety margin can be characterized 
in one of two ways:

A deterministic margin, typically defined by the ratio (or, alternatively, the difference) of a 
capacity (i.e., strength) over the load

A probabilistic margin, defined by the probability that the load exceeds the capacity. A 
probabilistic safety margin is a numerical value quantifying the probability that a safety metric 
(e.g., for an important process observable such as clad temperature) will be exceeded under 
accident scenario conditions.

The RISMC Pathway uses the probabilistic methods to determine safety margins and quantify their 
impacts to reliability and safety for existing Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs), i.e., pressurized and boiling 
water reactors (PWRs and BWRs).  As part of the quantification, we use both probabilistic (via risk 
simulation) and mechanistic (via system simulators) approaches, as represented in Figure 1. Probabilistic 
analysis is represented by the risk analysis while mechanistic analysis is represented by the plant physics 
calculations. In the plant simulation, all the deterministic aspects that characterize system dynamics (e.g., 
thermo-hydraulic, thermo-mechanics, neutronics) are coupled to each other.

The risk simulation contains all deterministic elements that impact accident evolution from a 
controller point of view such as:

Safety systems control logic

Accident scenario initial and boundary conditions

in addition to stochastic ones such as:

System/components failures

Stochastic perturbation of internal elements of the physics simulation

The stochastic analysis [2] is performed in two steps:

1. sampling the stochastic parameters, and

2. evaluating the system response for the given set of sampled parameters
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Step 1 often requires a large amount of samples; this is due to the fact that the number of stochastic 
parameters is very large and the uncertainties may be significant. The scope of the analysis is not only to 
determine outcome variables such as core damage probability but, more in general, evaluate the system 
response for different combinations of the stochastic parameters in order to determine specific observable 
outcomes (e.g., plant damage). In addition, a single evaluation of the system response in Step 2 is often 
computationally expensive. This is often the case when multi-physics simulator codes and/or multiple 
codes are employed in an integrated simulation run.

These two issues, large number of samples required and computational cost of each simulation run, 
make it challenging to perform a full PRA analysis of complex systems such as nuclear power plants.  In 
order to overcome this challenge, two possible solutions are available [3]:

Solution 1: Reduce the required number of samples

Solution 2: Reduce the computational cost of each simulation run

Figure 1 – The approach used to support RISMC analysis

Both solutions rely on the development of Reduced Order Models (ROMs) [4], also known as 
surrogate models. ROMs are mathematical models that infer the structure of a given set of data points 
using a blend of regression and interpolation techniques. In Solution 1, ROMs are built in order to 
generate the minimum set of samples that allows to determine the outcome variables: this is called smart 
or adaptive sampling. On the other hand, Solution 2 aims to build a ROM as a substitute of the simulation 
code itself (i.e., a surrogate for a complex calculation).  ROMs are in fact much quicker to run (by factors 
of 100s to 1,000s) but, ROMs only approximate the simulation code and thus an intrinsic uncertainty is 
always present.
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This report focuses on Solution 1. We will describe the logic behind the process of choosing the 
best set of samples that allows software to determine the desired outcome variables (e.g., core damage 
probability).

1.1 Structure of the report

This report is structured as follows:

Section 2 gives a detailed overview of the RISMC approach and the RISMC toolkit

Section 3 gives an overview of the classical sampling strategies 

Section 4 introduces the concept of adaptive sampling and how such methodology is 
implemented

Section 5 describes the concept of ROM

Section 6 shows the RAVEN statistical framework

Section 7 presents a series of test cases to prove the validity of adaptive sampling compared to 
classical sampling methodologies
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2. RISMC Approach

The RISMC approach employs both deterministic and stochastic methods in a single analysis 
framework (see Figure 2). In the deterministic method set we include:

Modeling of thermal-hydraulic behavior of plant [5]

Modeling of external events such as flooding [6]

Modeling of the operators’ responses to the accident scenario [7]

Note that deterministic modeling of plant or external events can be performed by employing 
specific simulator codes but also surrogate models (see Section 5), known as reduced order models 
(ROM). ROMs would be employed in order to decrease the high computational costs of employed codes.

In addition, multi-fidelity codes can be employed to model the same system; the idea is to switch 
from low-fidelity to high-fidelity code when higher accuracy is needed (e.g., use low-fidelity codes for 
steady-state conditions and high-fidelity code for transient conditions)

On the other hand, in the stochastic modeling we include all stochastic parameters that are of 
interest in the PRA analysis such as:

Uncertain parameters

Stochastic failure of system/components

Figure 2 – Overview of the RISMC approach
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As mentioned earlier, the RISMC approach heavily relies on multi-physics system simulator codes 
(e.g., RELAP [5]) coupled with stochastic analysis tools (e.g., RAVEN [8]). From a mathematical point 
of view, a single simulator run can be represented as a single trajectory in the phase space. The evolution 
of such a trajectory in the phase space can be described as follows:( ) = ( , , ) (1)

where: = ( ) represents the temporal evolution of a simulated accident scenario, i.e., ( ) represents 
a single simulation run

is the actual simulator code that describes how evolves in time= ( ) represents the status of components and systems of the simulator (e.g., status of 
emergency core cooling system, AC system)

By using the RISMC approach, the PRA analysis is performed by [2]:

1. Associating a probabilistic distribution function (pdf) to the set of parameters (e.g., timing of 
events)

2. Performing stochastic sampling of the pdfs defined in Step 1

3. Performing a simulation run given sampled in Step 2, i.e., solve Eq. (1)

4. Repeating Steps 2 and 3 M times and evaluating user defined stochastic parameters such as CD 
probability ( ).

2.1 RISMC toolkit

In order to perform advanced safety analysis, the RISMC Pathway has a toolkit that was developed 
at INL using MOOSE [9] as the underlying numerical solver framework. This toolkit consists of the 
following software tools (see Figure 3):

RELAP-7 [5] (see Section 2.2): the code responsible for simulating the thermal-hydraulic 
dynamics of the plant.

RAVEN [8] (see Section 6): it has two main functions: 1) act as a controller of the RELAP-7
simulation and 2) generate multiple scenarios (i.e., a sampler) by stochastically changing the 
order and/or timing of events.

PEACOCK [10] (see Section 2.3): the Graphical User Interface (GUI) that allows the user to 
create/modify input files of both RAVEN and RELAP-7 and it monitors the simulation in real 
time while it is running.
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GRIZZLY [11]: the code that simulates the thermal-mechanical behavior of components in order 
to model component aging and degradation.  Note that for the analysis described in this report, 
aging was not considered.

Figure 3 – Overview of the RISMC toolkit

2.2 RELAP-7

The RELAP-7 code [5] is the new nuclear reactor system safety analysis code being developed at 
the Idaho National Laboratory (INL). RELAP-7 is designed to be the main reactor system simulation
toolkit for the RISMC Pathway. The RELAP-7 code development is taking advantage of the progress 
made in the past several decades to achieve simultaneous advancement of physical models, numerical 
methods, and software design. RELAP-7 uses the INL’s MOOSE (Multi-Physics Object-Oriented 
Simulation Environment) framework [8] for solving computational engineering problems in a well-
planned, managed, and coordinated way. This allows RELAP-7 development to focus strictly on systems 
analysis-type physical modeling and gives priority to retention and extension of RELAP5’s 
multidimensional system capabilities.

A real reactor system is complex and may contain hundreds of different physical components. 
Therefore, it is impractical to preserve actual geometry for the entire system. Instead, simplified thermal-
hydraulic models are used to represent (via “nodalization”) the major physical components and describe 
major physical processes (such as fluid flow and heat transfer). There are three main types of components 
developed in RELAP-7: (1) one-dimensional (1-D) components, (2) zero-dimensional (0-D) components 
for setting a boundary, and (3) 0-D components for connecting 1-D components.
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3. Sampling Methods

This section summarizes the three most used sampling strategies that are often employed for both 
PRA and UQ/SA applications. These are:

Monte-Carlo [12] (see Section 3.1)

Latin-hypercube sampling (LHS) [13] (see Section 3.2)

Grid (see Section 3.3)

In the next sections, these sampling methods are described, and for all these methods we assume the 
following:

1. A fixed set of stochastic parameters have been chosen

2. A unique probability distribution function is associated to each stochastic parameter. For the 
scope of this report we will not cover issues related to coupled stochastic variables

3. The outcome (either Boolean or continuous) of the simulator is always repeatable, i.e., the 
simulator does not contain intrinsic stochastic elements1

3.1 Monte-Carlo

Monte-Carlo [12] method is the most used algorithm for simulation-based reliability calculations.
For a more detailed presentation of the methodology we use [14] as a reference which we have 
summarized here very briefly. The object of the Monte-Carlo methodology is to numerically evaluate the 
expected value [. ] of a generic function ( ) over a specified domain in the space. In the most 
generic case the expected value of ( ) is weighted by a function ( ) which may vary within as 
shown below:

[ ( )] = ( ) ( ) = Eq. 1

As part of the analysis we are interested in evaluation of the second order moment of ( ) (the 
first order moment of ( ) is [ ( )]), i.e. its variance [ ( )]:
1 For our applications we will consider simulators that numerically solve systems of either ordinary or partially differential 

equations. This hypothesis is valid for most cases such as for the RELAP-7 case. This condition does not apply if stochastic 
models (e.g., Markov Models or MM1 queue models) are embedded in the simulator itself.
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[ ( )] =  ( ( ) )  ( ) = [ ( )] Eq. 2

In our applications, the weighting function has a specific meaning: ( ) is the probability associated 
to the element . So, Eq. 1 can now be rewritten as:

= ( ) ( ) Eq. 3

The basic idea of the Monte-Carlo methodology is to evaluate the integral shown above by:

1. Sampling the input space, i.e., the space of the stochastic parameters by creating a series a
samples coordinates 

2. Collecting the outcome ( )
3. Evaluate the first and second statistical moments:

[ ( )] = 1 ( ) Eq. 4

[ ( )] = 1 ( ) 1 ( )1 Eq. 5

It can be shown that for a large number of samples, i.e. 1 we can approximate:

[ ( )] 1 ( )      ,      [ ( )] 1 ( ) Eq. 6

3.2 LHS

Latin hypercube sampling method [13] is another widely used a statistical method for generating a 
series of samples from a set of distributions. Statistical theory behind LHS is very similar to the one 
presented in Section 3.1; the major difference is how the samples are created. Samples are in fact not 
created by performing the inverse of the cdf of each stochastic parameter. In the general case when 
samples are required, the range of each variable is divided into equally probable intervals, thus creating 
a Cartesian grid in the variable space. Each of the samples are chosen such that each discretization of 
each variable contains only one sample (i.e., it follows the requirements of a Latin square).
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Figure 4 gives an example of LHS sampling for the generation of six samples from a set of two 
independent stochastic variables (i.e., = 6, = 2). A Latin square composed by 36 cells in a 6 × 6
Cartesian grid. The coordinate of each sample in each cell is uniformly sampled within the cell itself.

Figure 4 – Example of generation of 6 samples by using LHS sampling for a 2-dimensional case

3.3 Grid

Probably the simplest sampling strategy, the grid sampler simply builds a Cartesian grid in the 
input space (see Figure 5). Samples point coordinates are the centers of all cells of the grid. The total 
number of samples is equal to the product of the discretization of every dimension. Thus, for analyses that 
involve many stochastic parameters (i.e., many dimensions), the number of required samples is very 
large.

For each sample, a probability weight is associated to it:

= ( ) Eq. 7

If the input parameters are independent, then ( ) is the product of the pdfs of each input 
parameter.
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Figure 5 – Grid sampling for a 2-dimensional case and probability weight calculation for a single 
cell
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4. Adaptive Sampling 

The Sampling methods presented in Section 3 have the disadvantage that they require a large 
number of samples. This can be unfeasible when each sample may require large computational resources. 
This is especially true when large thermal-hydraulic codes such as RELAP-7 are used. 

In order to overcome these limitations, it is possible to employ improved sampling strategies, i.e., 
adaptive sampling algorithms. The basic idea is to combine sampling process with ROMs. ROMs are 
employed to:

Infer the response of the system 

Predict where is the location of the samples that maximize the information from the calculation 

In this section we will describe in detail what are the basic steps behind adaptive sampling 
algorithms.

4.1 Adaptive Sampling Algorithm

The general adaptive sampling pipeline begins by selecting some initial training data, running the 
simulation and obtaining a collection of true responses at these data points. Second, it fits a response 
surface surrogate model from the initial set of training data. Third, a set of candidate points is chosen in 
the parameter space based on certain sampling technique, and the surrogate model is evaluated at these 
points, obtaining a set of approximated values. Fourth, each candidate point is assigned a score based on 
some adaptive sampling scoring function (usually derived from qualitative or quantitative relations 
between the training points, their true and estimated response values). Finally, the candidate(s) with the 
highest score(s) are selected and added to the set of training data to begin a new cycle.

As mentioned earlier this kind of sampling strategy requires not only simulator codes but also one, 
or possibly more, ROMs [4]. In our case, it is possible to view the code as a black-box that produces a
set of output variables given a set of input parameters :: ( ) = ( , , ) Eq. 8

In addition, it is needed to provide what we call an “objective function”. The objective function 
gives indications on what is the desired “exploration” criteria. We will give more description of the 
objective functions in Section 4.2.

The main adaptive sampling steps are explained as follows (see Figure 6):

1. Perform a set of runs the simulator code: the number of required runs may depend on the 
dimensionality of the input space.

2. Given the set of simulation runs obtained in Step 1, create a ROM. The objective of this ROM is 
to:

Infer the response of the simulator code, i.e., create an approximate output given the same 
set of input parameters
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Predict region in the input space that maximize the objective function

3. Employ the ROM to approximate the structure of the goal function

4. Identify a set of points that satisfy the conditions specified in the goal function

5. Chose a subset of points from the ones obtained in Step 4 that maximize the goal function

6. Perform a simulation run for each of the points obtained in Step 5 using the simulator code

7. Repeat Steps 2 through 6 until convergence is reached 

Figure 6 – Workflow of adaptive sampling algorithms

4.2 Objective Functions: Limit Surface

As part of safety margin quantification, the RISMC approach aims to evaluate a set of limit 
surfaces [16]. A limit surface represents the boundaries in the input space (i.e., d-dimensional space; each 
dimension is one the d sampled variables) that separate failure region (i.e., characterized by the undesired 
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simulation outcome; e.g., core damage) from success region (i.e., characterized by the desired simulation 
outcome; e.g., max clad temperature below 2200 F). 

Figure 7 – Example of limit surface calculation for two different values of core power levels [30]

The limit surface has a pure deterministic value; the stochastic information is generated when the 
probability of occurrence of the undesired event (e.g., core damage) is determined as:

=  ( )  Eq. 9

Equation 9 shows that is equal to the area of the failure region weighted by the probability of 
being in the failure region itself (through the probability distribution function ( )).

Figure 7 shows the limit surface in a 2-dimensional space generated in [17] using RAVEN coupled 
with RELAP-7 for a boiling water reactor station blackout initiating event. As part of the analysis, we 
were interested in the evaluation of the safety impacts of power uprate (reactor core power increased from 
100 to 120%). Such evaluation has been performed by evaluating both the increased core damage 
probability and the limit surface for both 100 and 120% reactor core power level

Note that can be written as the same integral indicated in Eq. 9 but evaluated only in the 
expanded failure region ( )

=  ( ) Eq. 10
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5. Reduced Order Model (ROM)
A ROM is a mathematical model that aims to build a correlation given a set of data points. The 

starting point is typically a set of data points:( , ( )) = 1, … , Eq. 11

that samples the response of the original model. Given the set of these data points, the ROM is trained 
and the resulting outcome is a model ( ) that approximates the original model ( )(see Figure 2): ( ): ( ) ( ) Eq. 12

The advantage of the ROM is the much faster computation of ( ) (e.g., RELAP) compared to the 
original model ( ). However, the evaluation of a ROM is affected by an intrinsic error which can not 
be bound and/or quantified.

We have identified two classes of ROM: model based and data based. These two classes are described 
in the next two sections.

In model based ROMs the prediction is performed using a blend of interpolation and regression 
algorithms. Examples are:

Gaussian Process Models (GPMs) [18]

Multi-dimensional spline interpolators [19]

This class of algorithms has the advantage that they possess great prediction capabilities if the 
original ( ) is relatively smooth (i.e., not discontinuous).

Figure 8 – Example of reduced order modeling approximation of a sampled 3-D response surface
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In data based ROMs the prediction is performed by solely considering the input data by using data 
searching algorithms. Examples are:

K Nearest Neighbor classifier (KNN) [20]

Graph based models [21]

While the predictions of this class of ROMs is limited compared to model based ROMs, they have 
the advantage that they are able to handle very discontinuous ( ).

5.1 Examples of ROMs

In this section we briefly describe two ROM that will be used in the test cases shown in Section 7. 
Even though RAVEN has a much larger variety of ROMs, it is not in the scope of this report to give a 
detailed description of the ROMs available in RAVEN or to perform a comparison among them. In this 
report we will limit ourselves to two ROMs: Support Vector Machines (SVM) [22, 23] (see Section 5.1.1) 
and the Inverse-Weight interpolator [43] (see Section 5.1.2).

5.1.1 SVM

This section explains how the limit surfaces shown in Section 5.3.2 have been evaluated. We 
employed Support Vector Machine [22, 23] based algorithms.

Given a set of N multi-dimensional samples and their associated results = ±1 (e.g., = +1
for system success and = 1 for system failure), the SVM finds the boundary (i.e., the decision 
function) that separates the set of points having different . The decision function lies between the 
support hyper-planes, which are required to:

Pass through at least one sample of each class (called support vectors)

Not contain samples within them

For the linear case, see Figure 9, the decision function is chosen such that distance between the 
support hyper-planes is maximized. 

Without going into the mathematical details, the determination of the hyper-planes is performed 
recursively and updated every time a new sample has been generated. Figure 9 shows the SVM decision 
function and the hyper-planes for a set of points in a 2-dimensional space having two different outcomes: = +1 (green) and = 1 (red).

The transition from a linear to a generic non-linear hyper-plane is performed using the kernel trick: 
i.e., by projecting of the original samples into a higher dimensional space known as featured space 
generated by kernel functions , :

, = exp 2 Eq. 13
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Figure 9 – Limit surface evaluation using SVMs

5.1.2 Inverse-Weight Interpolator

The Inverse-Weight interpolator [24], also know as Sheppard interpolator, is ROM completely 
different from SVM. It performs predictions not on binary but on continuous outcomes. The staring point 
is a set of data points ( , ) = 1, … , where are the coordinate in the input space and 
is the outcome. The Inverse-Weight interpolator can be represented as a function ( ) that, given a 
coordinate in the input space , generates a prediction on :( ):  ,     Eq. 14

The prediction ( ) is performed by summing all data points  = 1, … , weighted by a 
weighting parameter ( ) as follows:

( ) = ( ) ( ) if ( , ) 0if ( , ) = 0 Eq. 15

where ( ) is the inverse of the distance between and :

( ) = 1( , ) Eq. 16

Large values of assign greater weight ( ) to data points closest to , with the result turning into a 
mosaic of tiles (i.e., Voronoi diagram) with nearly constant interpolated value. 
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5.2 Convergence Criteria

During the adaptive sampling step, RAVEN continues to generate new sample coordinates (see 
Figure 6) until convergence is reached. RAVEN allows three types of convergence criteria:

1. Maximum number of samples

2. CDF-weight: the convergence is checked in terms of probability (Cumulative Distribution 
Function)

3. Value-weight: the convergence is checked on the hyper-volume in terms of variable values

In addition it is possible to specify a value of persistence which allows to create an additional 
convergence check. It represents the number of times the computed convergence error needs to be below 
the tolerance value given by the user before stopping the adaptive-sampling calculation.
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6. RAVEN 

RAVEN (Risk Analysis and Virtual control ENviroment) 8] is a software framework that acts as 
the control logic driver for the thermal-hydraulic code RELAP-7, a newly developed software at INL. 
RAVEN is also a multi-purpose Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) code that allows for probabilistic 
analysis of complex systems. It is designed to derive and actuate the control logic required to simulate 
both plant control system and operator actions (guided procedures) and to perform both Monte-Carlo 
sampling [12] of random distributed events and dynamic branching-type [25] based analysis. 

RAVEN consists of two main software components:

1. Simulation controller (see Section 6.1)

2. Statistical framework (see Section 6.2)

6.1 Simulation controller

One task of RAVEN is to act as controller of the RELAP-7 simulation while simulation is running. 
Such control action is performed by using two sets of variables [26]:

Monitored variables: set of observable parameters that are calculated at each calculation step by 
RELAP-7 (e.g., average clad temperature)

Controlled parameters: set of controllable parameters that can be changed/updated at the 
beginning of each calculation step (e.g., status of a valve – open or closed –, or pipe friction 
coefficient)

The manipulation of these two data sets of variables is performed by two components of the 
RAVEN simulation controller (see Figure 10):

RAVEN control logic: is the actual system control logic of the simulation where, based on the 
status of the system (i.e., monitored variables), it updates the status/value of the controlled 
parameters

RAVEN/RELAP-7 interface: is in charge of updating and retrieving RELAP-7/MOOSE 
component variables according to the control logic

A third set of variables, i.e. auxiliary variables, allows the user to define simulation specific 
variables that may be needed to control the simulation. From a mathematical point of view, auxiliary 
variables are the ones that guarantee the system to be Markovian [27], i.e., the system status at time = + can be numerically solved given only the system status at time = .

The set of auxiliary variables also includes those that monitor the status of specific control logic set 
of components (e.g., diesel generators, AC buses) and simplify the construction of the overall control 
logic scheme of RAVEN.
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Figure 10 – RAVEN simulation controller scheme

6.2 RAVEN Statistical Framework

The RAVEN statistical framework is a recent add-on of the RAVEN package that allows the user 
to perform generic statistical analysis. By statistical analysis we include:

Sampling of codes: either stochastic (e.g., Monte-Carlo [12] and Latin Hypercube Sampling [13]) 
or deterministic (e.g., grid and Dynamic Event Tree [25])

Generation of Reduced Order Models [4] also known as Surrogate models

Post-processing of the sampled data and generation of statistical parameters (e.g., mean, variance, 
covariance matrix)

Figure 4 shows a general overview of the elements that comprise the RAVEN statistical 
framework:

Model: it represents the pipeline between input and output space. It comprises both codes (e.g., 
RELAP-7) and also Reduced Order Models 

Sampler: it is the driver for any specific sampling strategy (e.g., Monte-Carlo, LHS, DET)

Database: the data storing entity
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Post-processing module: module that performs statistical analyses and visualizes results

Figure 11 – Scheme of RAVEN statistical framework components

6.3 CROW

CROW is an INL internally developed C++ library which contains the full set of probabilistic 
functions which are used by RAVEN to perform any kind of statistic analysis. It contains the following 
modules:

Interface with BOOST [28]. BOOST2 is a set of libraries for the C++ programming language that 
provide support for tasks and structures such as linear algebra, pseudorandom number generation, 
multithreading, image processing, regular expressions, and unit testing. For our applications we 
are using the mathematical/statistical3 library of BOOST which contains a wide selection of 
univariate statistical distributions and functions that operate on them (pdf and cdf calculation 
along with random number generation).

Multi-variate distributions. This module contains the same functions mentioned above (pdf and 
cdf calculation along with random number generation) but applied to multi-variate distributions. 

2 http://www.boost.org/
3 http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1_58_0/libs/math/doc/html/dist.html
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Not only multi-variate normal distributions are modeled but also generic multi-variate 
distributions defined over a set of sampled scattered or grid distributed.

6.4 RAVEN Input File Structure

All the information required by RAVEN to perform any kind of statistical analysis are specified in 
a single input file in .xml format. The .xml format allows users to build a high modular input file. A 
generic RAVEN input file contains a set of blocks as follows:

Entities: these are main blocks that will be used

o DataObjects: how data is stored within RAVEN

o Databases: data storage entities

o Samplers: input space sampling entities (e.g., MC, LHS)

o OutStreamManager: used for data exporting/dumping (plotting and printing)

o Distributions: probabilistic representation of variables

o Models: projection from input to output space

o Functions: user-defined functions

Steps: each step links entities together to perform an action. Note that multiple heterogeneous 
Entities are used in a single Step (e.g., DataObjects + Samplers + Models). In each step, every 
entity has a role specified by the user (Input, Output, Model, Sampler, Function, ROM, Solution 
export). In addition, five types of steps are available:

o SingleRun: perform a single run of a model

o MultiRun: perform multiple runs of a model

o RomTrainer: perform the training of a Reduced Order Model (ROM)

o PostProcess: post-process data or manipulate RAVEN entities

o IOStep: data management

RunInfo: in this block the user specifies:

o Sequence of steps to be performed

o External files required

o Specific computational parameters needed 
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7. Test cases

In this section we show how the methods and algorithms presented in the past sections are applied 
for particular sampling cases. These sampling cases cover both analytical problems (see Section 7.1) but 
also safety related applications using safety analysis codes such as RELAP-7 [5] (see Section 7.2). For 
these cases we employed SVMs with Gauss kernel (also know as radial basis function) as ROM to guide 
the choice of the adaptive sampling samples.

7.1 Analytical cases

This section shows the capabilities of adaptive sampling algorithms to sample specific regions of 
the input space. The starting point is a single region as described in Section 7.1.1. We then move to 
sampling a closed region (see Section 7.1.2) and multiple closed regions (see Section 7.1.3)

7.1.1 Single region

In this simple case, the limit surface is a single region located at the lower left corner of a 2-
dimensional space. This is the most basic case that can be encountered. The model considered for this test 
case, given and produce an output variable as:= + 0.5 Eq. 17

Figure 12 shows the surface representing . In addition, this test case failure occurs when > 0 (red 
plane in Figure 12). The analytical limit surface is the red line shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12 – Analytical shape of the single region limit surface
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Iteration Sample Locations Estimated Limit Surface

1

10

20

40

Figure 13 – Single region limit surface: sample locations and the estimated limit surface for 
different adaptive sampling iterations (1, 10, 20 and 40)
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The scope of this test is to show explicitly how the adaptive sampling process determines the most 
likely location of the limit surface and the choice of the next sample. We performed the search of this 
limit using the adaptive sampling capabilities available within RAVEN. The analytical formulation of the 
response surface of the system has been implemented using a python script interfaced directly with 
RAVEN (as an external model). 

Figure 13 and Figure 14 show a summary of the adaptive sampling process generated using 
RAVEN. Each row in the plots of Figure 13 and Figure 14 corresponds to an iteration of the adaptive 
sampling process. For each iteration two plots are shown: sample locations (left) and the estimated limit 
surface (right). For this case convergence (convergence in value is equal to 5 10 ) was reached after 170 
samples.

Iteration Sample Locations Estimated Limit Surface

60

120

170

Figure 14 – Single region limit surface: sample locations and the estimated limit surface for 
different adaptive sampling iterations (60, 120 and 170)
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The sample locations and the estimated limit surface are shown for different steps of the sampling 
process, i.e. at iteration 1, 10, 20 and 40 (Figure 13) and 60 120 and 170 (Figure 14) past the training 
sampling (performed using a 4 × 4 cartesian grid). For each iteration note how the sample locations are 
quickly approaching the exact location of the limit surface and the estimated limit surface is converging.

Table 1 compares the number of samples required to evaluate this limit surface by using classical 
Monte-Carlo and adaptive sampling. Note the much higher number of Monte-Carlo sample that are 
needed to achieve such low value of convergence.

Table 1 – Number of samples required to evaluate the single region limit surface by using classical 
Monte-Carlo and adaptive sampling (convergence in value is equal to  )

Number of Samples

Monte-Carlo 107

Adaptive 170

7.1.2 Multiple regions 

In this second analytical test case we provided a more challenging test case where the limit surface 
lies not in one but in multiple regions. More specifically, the limit surface in the top right and bottom left 
corner of a 2-dimensional space. The analytical limit surface is shown in Figure 15. The scope of this test 
is to show how the sampling process is able to identify limit surfaces that are topologically more complex 
than the one presented in section 7.1.1.

Figure 15 – Analytical shape of the multiple regions limit surface
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Iteration Sample Locations Estimated Limit Surface

1

30

60

150

Figure 16 – Multiple regions limit surface: sample locations and the estimated limit surface for 
different adaptive sampling iterations (1, 30, 60 and 150)
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Iteration Sample Locations Estimated Limit Surface

250

371

Figure 17 – Multiple regions limit surface: sample locations and the estimated limit surface for 
different adaptive sampling iterations (250 and 371)

The sample locations and the estimated limit surface are shown for different steps of the sampling 
process, i.e. at iteration 1, 30, 60 and 1500 (Figure 16) and 250 and 371 (Figure 17) past the training 
sampling (performed using a 6 × 6 cartesian grid). For each iteration note how the sample locations are 
quickly approaching the exact location of the limit surface and the estimated limit surface is converging.
Note that for such complex limit surface the required number of samples has increased compared to the 
case shown in Section 7.1.1: 371 vs. 170.

Table 2 compares the number of samples required to evaluate this limit surface by using classical 
Monte-Carlo and adaptive sampling.

Table 2 – Number of samples required to evaluate the multiple region limit surface by using 
classical Monte-Carlo and adaptive sampling (convergence in value is equal to  )

Number of Samples

Monte-Carlo 107

Adaptive 371
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7.1.3 Convex

The third analytical case aims to test the adaptive sampling algorithms to identify convex limit 
surfaces (i.e., islands).  The analytical limit surface is the result of the intersection of the 3-dimensional 
surface (see Figure 18): = + 0.5 Eq. 18

along with the plane = 0 (red plane in Figure 18). The resulting limit surface is shown as the red line in 
Figure 18.

Figure 18 – Analytical shape of the convex limit surface

We performed the adaptive sampling analysis for this test case following an initial 6 × 6 Cartesian 
grid sampling for training. The sample locations and the estimated limit surface are shown for different 
steps of the sampling process, i.e. at iteration 1, 30, 60 and 150 (Figure 19) and 250, 350 and 456 (Figure 
20) past the training sampling. For each iteration, note how the sample locations are quickly approaching
the exact location of the limit surface and the estimated limit surface is converging. 

Note that for such complex limit surface the required number of samples has increased compared to 
the case shown in Section 7.1.1: 456 vs. 170. Again note such number of samples could drastically 
decrease for less stringent constraints on convergence criteria.
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Iteration Sample Locations Estimated Limit Surface

1

30

60

150

Figure 19 – Convex limit surface: sample locations and the estimated limit surface for different 
adaptive sampling iterations (1, 30, 60 and 150)
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Iteration Sample Locations Estimated Limit Surface

250

350

456

Figure 20 – Convex region limit surface: sample locations and the estimated limit surface for 
different adaptive sampling iterations (250, 350 and 456)

Table 3 compares the number of samples required to evaluate this limit surface by using classical 
Monte-Carlo and adaptive sampling.

Table 3 – Number of samples required to evaluate the convex limit surface by using classical 
Monte-Carlo and adaptive sampling (convergence in value is equal to  )

Number of Samples

Monte-Carlo 107

Adaptive 456
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7.2 RELAP-7 Test Case

The fourth case presented to test the adaptive sampling scheme uses a more realistic application of 
adaptive sampling using the RISMC toolkit. Here we employed the RELAP-7 PWR system as model 
coupled to RAVEN to perform adaptive sampling testing. 

The scenario considered is a grid-related loss of off-site power (LOOP). In more detail, the 
scenario is the following (see Figure 21):

1. An external event (i.e., earthquake) causes the disruption in the power grid and causes a LOOP
initiating event; the reactor successfully scrams and, thus, the power generated in the core follows 
the characteristic exponential decay curve

2. The DGs successfully start and emergency cooling to the core is provided by the Emergency Core 
Cooling System (ECCS)

3. At a certain time the DGs fail and, thus, conditions of SBO are reached; ECCS systems is
subsequently off-line. Without the ability to cool the reactor core, its temperature starts to rise

4. In order to recover AC electric power, a plant recovery team is assembled in order to recover one 
of the two DGs

5. If AC power is recovered prior reaching code damage condition (CD), the auxiliary cooling 
system (i.e., ECCS system) is able to cool the reactor core and, thus, core temperature decreases

In this case, we limit the analysis to two stochastic variables:

1. Time of loss of diesel generators (DGs) after LOOP

2. Recovery time of DGs

The RELAP-7 PWR model has been set up based on the parameters specified in the OECD main 
steam line break (MSLB) benchmark problem [29]. The reference design for the OECD MSLB 
benchmark problem is derived from the reactor geometry and operational data of the TMI-1 Nuclear 
Power Plant (NPP), which is a 2772 MW two loop pressurized water reactor (see the system scheme 
shown in Figure 21).

An example of PWR SBO scenario generated using RELAP-7 is shown in Figure 22
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Figure 21 – Scheme of the TMI PWR benchmark

Figure 22 – Example of LOOP scenario followed by DGs failure to run using the RELAP-7 code
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For the scope of this report we wanted to show one of the capabilities of RAVEN to generate ROM 
and perform statistical analysis on them. For this case we collected the actual simulated data by RELAP-7
in [30], generated a ROM from such data and performed adaptive sampling on the ROM instead of the
RELAP-7 code. In more detail, we performed the following steps:

1. Retrieved the hdf5 data generated by sampling RELAP-7 in [30]

2. Trained a ROM given the data retrieved in Step 1

3. Sampled on a 2-dimensional Cartesian grid the ROM obtained in Step 2

4. Performed adaptive sampling and limit-surface search

7.2.1 PWR SBO Limit surfaces

We performed the adaptive sampling analysis for this test case following an initial 6 × 6 Cartesian 
grid sampling for training. The sample locations and the estimated limit surface are shown for different 
steps of the sampling process, i.e. at iteration 1, 10, 30 and 60 (Figure 23) and 100, 150 and 185 (Figure 
24) past the training sampling. For each iteration note how the sample locations are quickly approaching
the exact location of the limit surface and the estimated limit surface is converging. 

Table 4 compares the number of samples required to evaluate this limit surface by using classical 
Monte-Carlo and adaptive sampling.

Table 4 – Number of samples required to evaluate the RELAP-7 PWR SBO limit surface by using 
classical Monte-Carlo and adaptive sampling (convergence in value is equal to  )

Number of Samples

Monte-Carlo 107

Adaptive 185
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Iteration Sample Locations Estimated Limit Surface

1

10

30

60

Figure 23 – RELAP-7 limit surface: sample locations and the estimated limit surface for different 
adaptive sampling iterations (1, 10, 30 and 60)
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Iteration Sample Locations Estimated Limit Surface

100

150

185

Figure 24 – RELAP-7 limit surface: sample locations and the estimated limit surface for different 
adaptive sampling iterations (100, 150 and 185)

7.2.2 Limit surface for 100%-120% core power levels

We repeated the analysis of Section 7.1.1 for the case where the reactor power is set to 120% (i.e., 
a 20% power uprate). The scope of evaluating this new limit surface is to determine the reduction of the 
time to recovery for DGs. A 20% reactor power increase implies that clad temperature is increasing at a 
higher rate and thus the clad is reaching its melting temperature (2200 F) much faster.

We performed Steps 1 though 4 for the new data set and evaluated the new limit surface for the 
120% test case and the results are shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 25 – Limit surface obtained for two different levels of core power: 100% (left) and 120% 
(right)

7.2.3 PWR SBO probability calculation 

In order to show some practical aspects regarding adaptive sampling algorithms and limit surface 
generation we will show an example regarding the re-calculation of CD probability when the pdf 
associated to one or more stochastic parameters is changed.

This can be done without re-running the adaptive sampling analysis but by recalculating the 
probability associated to the sampled points. The obtained limit surface has, per se, a pure deterministic 
information, i.e. it is independent from the distribution associated to each stochastic parameter.

The probabilistic information associated to the limit surface is generated when the integral = ( )   of Eq. 8 is calculated. The failure region is confined by the limit surface itself while ( ) is dependent on the distribution associated to each stochastic parameter.

An example is shown in Figure 26 where we employed the analysis shown in Section 7.2.1 for the 
100% core power case. Initially, the distributions associated to the two stochastic parameters were the 
following:

DG failure time (h): exponential (lambda = 1.09 10-3)

AC recovery time (h): Weibull (alpha=0.745 and beta=6.14)

In this new test case we assumed that the AC recovery time pdf is changed to take into account the 
possibility of early recovery of AC power to FLEX-like systems. Thus, the pdf of the two stochastic 
parameters have been changed with the following ones:

DG failure time (h): exponential (lambda = 1.09 10-3)

AC recovery time (h): lognormal distribution (mean=15.0 and sigma=15.0)
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Figure 26 – PWR SBO probability calculation for different pdfs of AC recovery time

Figure 27 – Original (left) and updated (right) pdfs for AC recovery time

The recalculation was performed by using the limit surface previously obtained in Section 7.2.1. 
Note that if RELAP-7 was employed the computational costs would have been much higher (orders of 
magnitude) which proves the validity of the usage of ROMs in place of the system simulator codes. The 
difference in condition core damage (CCD) probability is shown in Table 5.

Table 5 – Conditional Core Damage Probability (CCDP) for two difference values of pdfs
associated to AC recovery time: without (Original) and with (Updated) FLEX-like system

CCD Probability

Original 1.2 10-4

Updated 3.35 10-11
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8. Conclusions

In this report we have given an overview of adaptive sampling techniques that can be used to 
perform PRA analyses using the RISMC toolkit. Classical simulation based approaches rely on either 
stochastic (e.g., Monte-Carlo or LHS) or deterministic (e.g., Dynamic Event Tree) sampling. As part of 
the RISMC Pathway, the type of results that can be obtained via simulation goes beyond the evaluation of 
probability of occurrence of certain events such core damage and containment breach. The RISMC 
approach aims to determine observable outcomes in order to understand potential vulnerabilities and the 
limitations of the system under consideration. In order to do so, there is a need to deeply explore the space 
of possible events. For complex systems such as nuclear power plants, such exploration may require a 
large number of computationally expensive simulation runs which can be infeasible unless very large 
high-performance computing resources are used. 

Adaptive sampling techniques aim to reduce the computational costs of this kind of analysis by 
carefully selecting what are the most meaningful simulation runs to be performed. We have shown how 
such reduction can be achieved for both analytical and more complicated cases. In addition we have 
shown the kind of information that can be obtained by employing system simulator codes (e.g., RELAP-
7) and stochastic analysis tools (e.g., RAVEN) that is unavailable if classical PRA tools (event-tree and
fault-tree based) are used. 

Classical PRA tools give a limited representation of the system under consideration, for example 
the timing and sequencing of events is only loosely considered. In [31] we have performed a comparison 
on classical and RISMC PRA analyses for a BWR SBO test case and we have shown not only the greater 
amount of information that can be obtained using the RISMC approach but also major differences 
regarding probability of occurrences of certain event sequences. 

Potential computational cost of the RISMC approach is even more significant when multiple codes 
are needed to simulate a single accident sequence. For example, Figure 28 shows that there are multiple
“analysis layers” that may need to be considered when simulating an accident sequence. As an example, a 
tsunami induced flooding and a consequent SBO condition requires a detailed simulation regarding: 

Seismic energy propagation through the soil and structures (regional level)

Consequential flooding both on the facility site and (potentially) inside buildings (site topography 
level)

Response of the plant structures and components to ground acceleration and flooding (plant level)

Accident evolution of each unit of the plant (unit level)

Thus, as part of the RISMC approach it is needed to re-think the concept of accident progression 
through multiple analysis levels. Further note that these analysis levels share information, resources and 
constraints, i.e., they are tightly coupled. The 2011 Fukushima accident has shown the importance of the 
interactions among these levels. Compared to classical PRA tools, the external event modeling is not 
simply an initial condition to each accident sequence but it is actually a time-dependent boundary 
condition, i.e., the external event evolution progress in parallel to the plant accident evolution.
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Figure 28 – Multi-layer PRA 

It is important to realize not only the computational cost of each simulation run, but also the 
amount of data generated during the analysis since, for each event sequence, multiple codes are being 
employed. This rich data summarizes both the inter-levels and intra-levels interactions pictured in Figure 
28 which are significant to understand from a safety point of view. Thus, as part of future research, it is 
needed to develop data analysis algorithms able to extract useful information from large amount of 
simulation-produced data.
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